Leaky-mode loss of the second propagating mode in single-mode fibers with index well profiles.
Radiation loss characteristics are calculated for the first two LP modes of a double-clad lightguide structure in which the inner cladding forms a low refractive-index well between the core and the outer cladding. The higher-order mode is defined to be effectively cut off at wavelengths where the LP(11) mode power is sufficiently attenuated to ensure negligible modal noise due to interference between LP(01) and LP(11) modes. Calculations apply for various deposited cladding thicknesses and findings can be easily extrapolated if specifications are changed for system requirements on the minimum unspliced fiber length or the extinction ratio between P(11) and P(01) mode powers, Re = 10 log P(11)/P(01). The latter is specified at points such as splice joints where modal noise is generated. Theoretical results are correlated with measurements in order to determine the effective cutoff wavelength for fibers in which leaky-mode loss mechanisms dominate. The procedure should be extremely useful for determining the shortest usable wavelength for single-mode lightwave systems.